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Abstract: Mobile robots are complex systems that tend to become even more com-
plex. Since these systems show often graceful degradation in case of hardware faults
the applied control strategies should be taken into account. The overall fitness of a
robot can be condensed into health signals. Depending on this signal the control of the
robot can be adjusted to counteract reduced sensing or acting capabilities, by follow-
ing the design principles of organic computing. This work introduces techniques to
estimate possible hazards that are introduced by the presence of obstacles in the close
proximity of a damaged robot and might threaten its task.

1 Introduction

Since robotic systems have increased their complexity over the last years, it is desirable to

equip these systems with fault tolerance as well as adaptive control strategies to guarantee

a high reliability and dependability even in unforeseen situations.

In the context of path planning, factors such as decreasing energy resources or failing

hardware can lead to a variety of new constraints. A robot with low energy resources

should move along a very energy-efficient path, while a defective robot with decreased

maneuverability should avoid paths that require many course changes.

An example for the effects of hardware failures on the maneuverability of a robot is given

in [ALM08]. It could be observed that the compensation of the leg loss introduces a drift

to the side of the defective leg during the movement.

Similar effects can be observed on wheeled robots that feature omni-drives [GWT+12].

A four wheeled omni-drive may compensate the defect of one wheel, but loses propulsive

power and agility.

The planning of paths can be achieved with a variety of different algorithms like trajectory-

based [JC89], graph-based (A*, HPA*) [BMS04], artificial potential fields [Ark98] or

wave front based approaches [NI09, NN09].
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A path planning approach that uses stereo vision to derive a difficulty measure for the

surrounding terrain based on its height can be found in [CH09].

In a previous work, the effect of decreasing capabilities of the moving unit has been con-

sidered in [MM11], where health signals were used to influence the path planning to avoid

regions that have become too demanding for the remaining capabilities by placing virtual

obstacles into these regions. An alternative setup was the adaptation to energy constraints

during paths planning.

In addition to these problems and approaches, some faults may also influence the sensing

capabilities of the moving unit and must be taken into account. For example, if the sensors

of a robot are damaged the path planning should avoid regions with a lot of obstacles and

should choose free/plain regions instead. This paper presents algorithms that approach

these problems on a generic level.

This paper is organized as follows: First, the underlying architecture of the adaptive and

fault tolerant path planning is introduced in section 2. Then the path planning and fault

tolerance methods are presented in section 3. Section 4 describes the environment of the

experimental setup and sections 5 and 6 conclude the paper with the results and an outlook.

2 Organic Robot Control Architecture (ORCA)

ORCA [ALM08, MBG+11] is a hard- and/or software approach to design systems that

keep the robot in a safe and optimal state during its operation, even in the presence of

faults. In general, an ORCA controlled system monitors its current state and counteracts

unhealthy changes in the overall system state in the best still possible way, without an

explicit fault model. To rate the performance of a system health signals are used as a

measure of the system’s fitness.

The following sections will give a more detailed overview over the general design of

ORCA and its implementation in this work.

2.1 The Design of ORCA

Basically, there are two types of functional units within ORCA. The first one is the Basic

Control Unit (BCU) and the second one is the Organic Control Unit (OCU). These units

may be connected, grouped and hierarchically layered to generate the overall function of

the system.

On the lowest level a BCU encapsulates a basic function of the system. A more complex

functionality can be achieved via the combination of several fundamental BCUs.

A system consisting of layered and interconnected BCUs is already capable of performing

an arbitrary task. The OCUs are not needed in the design, as long as no fault tolerance is

desired.
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The OCUs are introduced into the design of the system to ensure the flawless operation in

case of faults. These units observe attached BCUs and may alter parameters within them

to counteract undesired system states that are considered as faults. However, if the system

runs smooth the OCUs adhere to passive monitoring.

ORCA can be seen as a distributed variant of the observer/controller architecture presented

in [RMB+06].

As mentioned above the OCUs monitor the BCUs and counteract undesired system states.

Therefore, the OCU has to rely on a measure that indicates the fitness of a BCU. In the con-

text of ORCA such a characteristic value is called health signal [LJA+07] and is generated

by the unit that is under observation.

2.2 Implementing ORCA

In context of this work the principles of ORCA have been implemented as a software

framework. For this approach the BCUs and OCUs are defined as (typed) interfaces. The

general layout can be seen in Figure 1. Each BCU can have an OCU and vice versa. BCUs

and OCUs can also have superordinated or subordinated variants on different hierarchical

layers. A unit on a higher or lower layer is addressed via the Parent or Child property. In

addition, both interfaces are inherited by typed variants of their corresponding interfaces.

These typed interfaces offer a method to parameterize a class of the given type. (This

concept will be described with the help of an example in the next paragraphs.) Finally, as

defined in the previous section, the BCU has an instance of a health signal.

Figure 1: The class diagram of the chosen ORCA approach.

In case of adaptive path planning the planner BCU is defined as a new class that imple-

ments the BCU interface of its own type. Thereby the planner becomes a BCU of the type

”planner”. This guarantees that the planner can only be connected to OCUs, which are

appropriate to observe a planner, because a typed BCU can only be connected to OCUs of
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the same type. Therefore a planner OCU is capable of observing a planner BCU, where

an OCU of the type engine for example is not, because of the different types.

As can be seen in Figure 1 each BCU and OCU must implement a method called Parame-

terize. This method expects a typed BCU of the same type as the implementing class and

returns a modified version of this BCU. In the context of the planner it would accept an

instance of the planner class, which is a BCU and return a modified version of this instance

of a planner.

The Parameterize method of a BCU is only active, if no OCU is attached. Otherwise,

it will hand over all control to the Parameterize method of the OCU. The HealthSignal

class allows the hierarchical organization of health signals by offering the possibility to

connect one health signal to other health signals that are vital to the functionality of its

associated BCU. For example the health signal of a planner has to be connected to the

health signals of the robot, because the planner cannot function normally if the robot is

faulty. The internal combination logic of the different health signals can be adjusted via

the definition of custom made, suitable LogicMethod delegate that fits the specific needs

of a certain task.

3 Adaptive Path Planning

This section offers an overview over the algorithmic approach towards adaptive path plan-

ning. The path planning itself is carried out on a two dimensional (2D) grid of the envi-

ronment, representing the terrain. The smallest unit within the 2D grid is a single cell that

holds information like an abstract measure of the difficulty to cross the represented area,

the distance to a goal or a measure that can be used to indicate possible hazards.

The use of abstract measures is on one hand a generalization, but offers on the other

hand the possibility to represent different situations at once. Climbing a certain slope

is a different task than walking over varying types of subsoil, but both can be described in

terms of difficulty that they cause to the robot.

The path planner follows the ORCA design and is divided into BCU and OCU in a similar

fashion as described in the examples in subsection 2.2. The BCU performs a shortest path

planning between the robot and the goal, while avoiding obstacles. The associated OCU

observes the health of the BCU, which is influenced by the health of the controlled robot.

Basically, the OCU parameterizes the path planner to consider certain cells as blocked or

hazardous, thereby counteracting paths that are not suitable for a robot in the current health

state and might threaten the robot’s mission.

3.1 Path Planning BCU

The shortest path planning is performed via wave front propagation. This algorithm can

be best paraphrased by the effect that may be observed when an object plunges into water,
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creating ripples that expand over the whole surface.

The algorithm that serves as basis for this work can be found in [MM11, MBG+11]. In

addition to this approach each cell now features a value to indicate possible hazards within

this cell. The value depends on the presence of obstacles in the near surrounding, thereby

virtually increasing the area of an obstacle.

A cell at position (x,y) is denoted as cxy . The hazard h of each cell cxy is defined as

hcxy
=

r − ⌈d− 1⌉

0
for d ≤ r
for d > r (1)

with d = △ x2+ △ y2, r being the desired radius of effect and △ x2 as well as △ y2

being the distance of cxy to the next obstacle.

3.2 Path Planning OCU

As mentioned in the previous subsection the path planner BCU generates a value to indi-

cate areas that might become hazardous to a damaged robot. This information is not taken

into account during normal operation.

As shown in [ALM08] the defect of a leg in a six-legged walking robot might introduce a

drift to the side of the affected leg. Therefore, a path with many turns to different sides or

obstacles on both sides of the path is mostly unfavorable. Hence, if the robot gets damaged

the OCU is able to modify the path planning by increasing r in dependency of the current

health signal and persuading the BCU interpret cells with h > 0 as obstacles.

This approach works well if the robot has enough space to avoid hazardous areas, but needs

some additional interventions by the OCU, if a hazardous area has to be crossed in order

to reach the goal. This is due to the fact that a goal cannot be reached if it is surrounded by

hazards that are strictly avoided. Hence, if the OCU recognizes that the goal is surrounded

and cannot be reached it modifies the path planning such that the robot will only traverse

the safest cells in a hazardous area, while allowing cells with t > h > 0 to be traversed.

If cxy holds no obstacles and is not part of a path it is termed as ĉxy . The adaption per-

formed by the OCU, if no path is possible (while avoiding all hazards), searches path

element by considering all cells that belong to the set

Apq := {ĉxy | ĉxy − g 2≤ cpq − g 2} , (2)

with abs(p − x) ≤ 1 and abs(q − y) ≤ 1 for further analysis. In this case g denotes the

position of the goal. As a next step the set with the lowest hazard is defined as

Hmin := {α ∈ Apq | min (hα)} (3)

and finally the algorithm chooses the next cell of the path pi by choosing an element from
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the set Hmin according to the definition

pi := h ∈ Hmin (4)

with min( h− g 2).

The approach described above guarantees that the OCU parameterizes the planner in a way

that it will ultimately find a static path through hazardous areas by adjusting the parameter

t. The term static means that the path is planed once and the robot follows this path until it

reaches the goal. The problem of a dynamic path planning, where the robot has to replan

at each new cell, is the fact that the path planning prefers cells with a minimal hazard (see

Equation (3)). This effect is illustrated in Figure 2. The path of the robot is indicated by

arrows and hazardous cells are marked in gray. The left subfigure shows the initial path of

the robot and the right subfigure shows the resulting path after a replan at the cell marked

with an x. If the robot follows the new path the replan at the next cell will lead it back to

the cell marked with an x and so on.

Figure 2: Due to the fact that the path planner avoids hazardous cells (shown in gray) as long as
possible a robot might get stuck in a livelock during path planning, if the path is replanned at each
cell. The initial path is shown in the left subfigure and the new path that occurs once the robot
reaches the cell marked with an x is shown in the right subfigure.

Luckily the problem stated above can be easily overcome, because the shortest path to a

given goal contains per definition no cycles. Therefore, each cell within any valid path

can only be traversed once and the planner can mark traversed cells and avoid them during

path planning, so that dynamic and static path planning result in the same path.

It has to be mentioned that one possible drawback of the approach given by Equation (2) to

(4) is the fact that the overall quality of the resulting path is bound by the local maximum

of h of all hazardous areas that have to be crossed. Therefore, the OCU has to increase t in

order to mark hazardous areas as traversable. This fact in combination with certain spacial

conditions can lead to paths that cross hazardous areas that could be avoided. Figure 3

shows this effect. The left subfigure depicts the path of a damaged robot. Hazardous areas

are only crossed if no other choice is left. When the health signal drops lower the OCU

has to adjust t even further, while hazardous areas are enlarged. This may lead to the effect

that is shown in the right subfigure. The avoidance of hazardous areas is now bound by

Equation (2), allowing only cells that do not increase the distance to the goal, while the

OCU marks hazardous cells as traversable in order to reach the goal.

To overcome the problem stated above the robot can increase the quality of an obtained

path by the iterative insertion of waypoints at the borders of hazardous areas that have to be
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Figure 3: The left subfigure shows the path (dotted cells) of a damaged robot, while the right subfig-
ure shows the path for an even further degraded health signal. A combination of the health state and
certain spatial condition lead to the effect that the path planner chooses a path through hazardous
areas that could have been avoided. Different levels of hazards are shown as shades of gray.

traversed. Figure 4 shows a segmented path with four waypoints. Basically the robot uses

the path from Figure 3 (right) and inserts the two waypoints (cells marked with a cross)

that are closest to the goal. The combination of two waypoints serves as a passage from a

hazard free area to a hazardous area. Now the path is replaned to the waypoint within the

hazardous area. Again two waypoints are added to allow the passage back to a hazard free

area and a last replanning delivers the last part of the path that now avoids the hazardous

cells that were traversed before.

Figure 4: The figure shows a path that has been improved by the insertion of waypoints. Hazardous
areas are only traversed if there is no other choice left. The path is depicted as dotted cells and the
waypoints are shown as cells marked with a cross.
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4 Simulation Environment

With respect to the suggestions presented in [ARS10] the experiments have been carried

out in simulation to achieve a fast and reproducible evaluation of the algorithmic approach.

The implementation of ORCA described in subsection 2.2 is used in a custom made simu-

lator written in C#. It allows the simulation of the approaches presented in [MM11] as well

as this work. A simplified and adapted overview can be found in Figure 5. GUI and Sim-

ulator are decoupled, meaning that the Simulator is capable of running without the GUI

to allow fast, automated simulations without user interaction. ORCA specific connections

are depicted as dashed lines.

Figure 5: A simplified overview of the simulator’s structure. As an adaption the ORCA specific
connections are shown as dashed lines.
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5 Results

In the following the behavior of the proposed approaches for path planning in crowded en-

vironments with OCU adjusted hazard estimation will be presented. The first two subsec-

tions show exemplary setups for certain path planning aspects, while the third subsection

presents results for a path planning scenario on ten arbitrary maps.

5.1 Avoidance of Crowded Areas

A basic variant of the modified path planning, where the OCU modifies r in respect to the

health signal was simulated in the environment shown in Figure 6. In this case each hazard

is treated as an obstacle. The left subfigure shows the path for a healthy robot. As can be

seen the robot travels through very narrow corridors and has to perform several turns.

In the right subfigure of Figure 6 the resulting path avoids narrow corridors and a lot of

turns to different sides, because the narrow spaces between obstacles have been interpreted

as virtual obstacles.

Figure 6: The effect of different health signals (left: 100%, right: 63%) on the resulting path. Fixed
obstacles are depicted in black, hazardous areas are colored in shades of gray and the path is shown
as a interconnected line of white cells.

5.2 Hazard Adaptation

For a better understanding of the result it has to be recalled that the path planning via a

wave front expansion works in two major steps. First, the whole terrain is flooded from

the goal by the wave front to generate distance measures and additional information like

hazard estimations. Secondly the path is chosen by a local operator starting at the position

of the robot. An exemplary result of this approach is shown in Figure 7.
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The left subfigure in Figure 7 illustrates the effect of OCU interventions in case of very

lose hazard avoidance during the wave front expansion, by accepting all hazardous cells

as possible path cells, but a strict avoidance (if possible) in the local operator. As one

can see the resulting path avoids hazardous cells as long as possible while still moving

toward the goal. At a certain point the local operator has no other choice than to enter

possibly hazardous cells in order to get closer to the goal, but stays on cells that are the

least dangerous in the local surrounding. It has to be mentioned that this is a very extreme

example to show pure performance of the local operator without hazard adjustment of the

OCU (all cells without obstacles are ultimately traversable).

A better solution is a stricter avoidance of hazards during the wave front expansion that

threads areas with large hazard index as fixed obstacles, which should never be traversed.

Then the local operator can choose a more suitable path for the robot. The result of such

an approach under same conditions is shown in the right subfigure of Figure 7.

Figure 7: The effect of different OCU adjustments during the path planning in case of a very severe
damage (health signal = 6%). In the left subfigure all hazards are marked as ultimately traversable
if needed, whereas in the right subfigure severe hazards are marked as virtual obstacles. Fixed
obstacles are shown in black, hazardous areas are colored in shades of gray and path elements are
shown as dotted cells.

5.3 Automated Test Set

For the automated test the robot had to traverse ten arbitrary grids of 600 × 400 cells

with the top left cell as starting point and the bottom right cell as goal. The first five

maps feature fixed obstacles on an evenly difficult terrain, while the other maps feature

fixed obstacles on arbitrary difficult terrain. The path planning on this set of maps was

performed with an OCU as described in subsection 3.2 (including path segmentation) and

a linear dependency between the health signal and t. Each map had to be traversed twice.
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First with a fully functional robot (health signal = 100%) and then with the lowest health

signal possible that still allows the robot to reach the goal.

The results of the automated test with ten arbitrary maps can be found in Figure 8. The

value next to the name of the map shows the minimal health signal value that guaranteed

a valid path to the goal. The value Minimal Distance (healthy) describes the minimal dis-

tance between the nearest obstacle and the robot (health signal = 100%) while it traverses

the map. Due to reasons of clarity this value is also shown as number. The next value

(Minimal Distance) is the minimal distance between the nearest obstacle and a damaged

robot (the corresponding health signal is shown next to the name of the map). The Average

Distance Ratio is the average distance between obstacles and the damaged robot compared

to the average distance between obstacles and a healthy robot. The last value (Path Ratio)

rates the traveled distance of a damaged robot in comparison to a healthy robot.

As can be seen the damaged robot holds a greater safety distance to obstacles than a healthy

robot and accepts detours to achieve this goal. On average a faulty robot keeps an 1.47
times greater distance to obstacles, while traveling a path that is 1.32 times longer.

Figure 8: This figure shows the results of the automated test set. The term distance describes the
minimal distance between the nearest obstacle and the robot during its movement. The first value is
the minimal distance of a healthy robot. The other three values rate the performance of a damaged
robot proportional to a healthy robot.

6 Conclusion and Outlook

It has been shown that adapting path planning is able to avoid possible hazards that are

introduced by obstacles in the near surrounding of a faulty robot. This is done via the local

calculation of possible hazards in dependence of the distance to an obstacle. With these

hazard estimations the path planner is able to plan paths that keep a greater safety distance

between the robot and fixed obstacles by accepting detours on its way towards the goal.

Future work on this topic will focus on the extension of the presented approach towards

the support of multiple robots.
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